AT A GLANCE

A QUICK GUIDE TO FINDING YOUR HOME AT PENN

ROOM SELECTION

WE'RE WITH YOU

Penn Residential Services
WHY SHOULD YOU #LIVEPENN

It’s the best place to live your Penn story

Location, location, location...Penn is at your doorstep

It’s easy...rooms are furnished, utilities are included, one Penn bill

Your neighbors are Penn students...more opportunities for new friendship and connections

Flexibility...need a room change? Roommate leaving? Going abroad? You have lease flexibility, no problem!

Help is a phone call or knock away

WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED
RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMS & FOUR-YEAR HOUSES

APPLICATION DATES: JAN. 18 – JAN. 23

Apply if you are interested in living in a Residential Program or returning to one of the Four-Year Houses (New College House, Du Bois, Gregory, and Stouffer)

1. Complete and submit your application at MyHomeAtPenn.upenn.edu
2. House Deans review, accept, decline, and assign applicants
3. You can view your room assignment at MyHomeAtPenn.upenn.edu
**IN-HOUSE**

APPLICATION DATES: JAN. 31 – FEB. 2  
SELECTION DATES: FEB. 6 – FEB. 9

Apply if you want to live in your same College House  
e.g. Kings Court/English, Harnwell, Harrison, Rodin,  
or with a friend in their College House

1. Form a group of 1-4 students, at least 50% must live in the House  
2. Groups may elect to be Gender Neutral  
3. Make sure each member of your group completes their application and applies to the same house

**INTER-HOUSE**

APPLICATION DATES: FEB. 13 – FEB. 15  
SELECTION DATES: FEB. 20 – FEB. 23

Apply if you want to live in a different College House

1. Form a group of 1-4 students  
2. Groups may elect to be Gender Neutral  
3. Make sure each member of your group completes their application
CHECKLIST FOR IN-HOUSE AND INTER-HOUSE

☐ Nominate a captain

☐ Captain applies and creates group

☐ Group members apply and join the group

☐ Captain verifies the group

☐ Selection date and time emailed to captain

☐ Captain selects room for group members

☐ Room Assignment available at MyHomeAtPenn.upenn.edu

☐ Make sure all members of group have selected Gender Neutral, if group has elected this option
MEET ARIANNA

DRIVEN, CARING, AND READY TO #LIVEPENN

A SOPHOMORE FROM CHICAGO, ARIANNA FOUND HER HOME AWAY FROM HOME IN W.E.B. DU BOIS COLLEGE HOUSE.

As the smallest college house on campus, Du Bois offers 160 students a variety of suite-style housing options and provides a close-knit community. Known for its rich heritage, W.E.B. Du Bois embraces and celebrates African and African American scholarship and culture. “It’s been great just meeting people and taking care of them. I love Du Bois so much. We’re a family.”
ADVENTUROUS, ENGAGED, AND READY TO #LIVEPENN

GREGORY COLLEGE HOUSE WAS THE OBVIOUS CHOICE FOR THIS SOPHOMORE FILM BUFF.

Offering a cinema lounge (with regular movie nights led by film professors), a dance/yoga studio, and a game room, Gregory encourages students to come together and expand their horizons. Students of all ages live in singles, doubles, and quads across two low-rise buildings. “It’s a really nice, small community compared to a lot of the other houses. It has been wonderful.”
FOCUSED, CONNECTED, AND READY TO
#LIVEPENN

A JUNIOR BIOCHEMISTRY MAJOR AND CELLIST, CURTIS CALLS RODIN COLLEGE HOUSE HOME.

He chose Rodin, a high-rise building housing 790 students, because of the convenience factor. Close to classes, shops, and restaurants, Rodin offers a variety of apartment-style living options. Curtis is part of The Rodin Arts Collective, a residential program for students in music, theatre, and visual arts. At Rodin, “You meet people with the same broad interests as you, which is a nice way to get conversations going.”